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Larsen on paid leave earlier 
this month as she is being 
investigated for the theft 

The Bulletin newspaper 
in Bend reported Crook 

separate phone interviews 

presented by someone 

person might invoke their 

the person was the target of 

the investigation to question 

So far, though, they said 
that defense attorneys are 
not beating down their doors 

analyst is also under investi-

analyst worked in the Central 
-

in the Douglas County 

The Oregon Supreme 
Court in 2012 overturned the 

the eyewitness testimony of 

The analyst under inves-
tigation retired in November 

state investigators reviewed 

-
patory information related 

about “issues surrounding 
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pens as a reminder about 

-
mative sessions and answer 
questions during presen-

The presentations will 

at both Sandstone Middle 

by Spanish versions from 

will be served at the events, 
and although the Be College 
Ready program targets 
elementary students, the 
information is valuable for 
any level of students saving 

the savings plan are tax free 
at the state and federal level, 

he said, and the state also 

three primary options to 

-

in a plan over time, the less 

going to have to shell out 

the way to offset those 

-

program that she believes 

-

said she presented informa-
tion with different themes 

in the way that students
felt about themselves going

students about how to pay 

Many students have 

seventh grade, Jensen said, 

College Ready program was
that it targeted not only the
students but also the parents
with information about the

students know they have

toward being a more

For more information
about the Oregon College

-

COLLEGE: 
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more likely to get outside 

have the different barriers to 

The students also learned 

based on the amount of 

standards rather than using 

less energy, the eventual 
homeowners will pay less in 

The students said energy 

-

think many people here are 

-

only is it going to keep 

with global warming and all 
the problems we are having 

homes feature better 

heat pumps, insulation and 
-

a deal in Eastern Oregon, 

with natural gas or with 

be more and more of an 

selling point, and we think 
as more and more people 

Susan Badger-Jones, 

said 7,000 new Oregon 

the homes are designed to 

provides early design assis-

energy solutions, as well as 

said Energy Trust saved its 

however, are even greater, 

better insulation, you also 

-

to the shell of the house is 

the summer and keeping the 

10-year energy plan states 
new demand should be met 

rather than expanded power 

homebuilders were helping 

things just as well with less 
energy, then there is more 

their power needs out of 
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without opening up, there 

there will be more good news 

Xi attributed the Chinese 

a treaty that would provide 
a framework for broader 

-

treaty will further ease 

-

Bilateral investment 
treaties provide rules for 

-

rights of foreign investors 

Chinese investment in the 

and China have a nearly $600 
billion trading relationship, 

-

there are many areas where 
our national and business 

Representatives from 

Google were notably missing 

-
ation agreement with the 

Xi arrived in Seattle on 
Tuesday for a three-day visit 

ensure robust international 

Xi also said China and 

problem that has sparked 

eye to eye, Xi said China is 
ready to set up a joint effort 

-
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Staff photo by E.J. Harris

Mike Lillesand, with Energy Trust of Oregon out of 
Portland, talks about an energy performance score 
with high school students Wednesday at the Columbia 
Basin Student Homebuilders Program in Hermiston.

CHINA: 

-
-

days after admitting that the 

had rigged diesel emissions 

that has suddenly dented a 
reputation for trustworthi-

has wiped out billions in 

investigations and billions 

-

insisted he had personally 

the Volkswagen supervisory 

-
tors are “resolved to embark 
with determination on a 

meeting on Friday that 
was originally intended to 

-

has been violating the Clean

that stealth software makes

during emissions tests than

Volkswagen CEO steps down
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